Letters, Cont'd.
Dear Editor,
I have great concern about 3-5% of the
players making rule changes. You state
that the players aren't represented in the
UPA yet were already proposing rule
changes which will affect their game. I
think this is highly premature. At such time
that the UPA represents say 25% of the
players, or if teams get to make a vote ,
then rule changes should be considered .
The UPA is new. It will take time to
convince people that we're not just
another organization out to promote the
views of a few egotistical leaders. I think
the advent of the UPA tournament
schedule will cause players to join the
organization in droves. They'll be able to
actually see and experience the products
of UPA efforts.
Good luck and my compliments to the
first two newsletters. Let's work together
towards a truly representative players
associat ion.
Yours Truly ,
Dave Claycomb
Humboldt Buds
Dear Dave,
I share your concern , and recently
voiced it myself to Bill Nye. Unfortunately,

when we looked back at some Ultimate
history, we realized we haven 't got many
options. When 250 teams were given a
vote on the MAJOR issue of Spring vs. Fall
c·hamp s ions , only 1 22 (or 49%)
responded. The 7th edition of the rules
was formulated by far fewer people than
those who have had a voice in the
proposed revisions. What we are doing
with the rules is starting out changing a
few minor points that most people agree
on anyway (see vote on field length ). This
will hopefully get the voting process
going. After a few more issues, though, in
about 4-8 months, we will have to tackle
some of the major isseus like travelling
and fouls. I hope that "the UPA
represents, say 25% of the players" by
that time.
- Western Ed.

Classifieds
A limited number (250) of new UPA discsareava ilable
The new run 1s on unpig mented SOc Wham -0 165s.
Cost is $10 per and incl udes sh1pp1ng Wnte UPA. P.O
Box 4844 , Santa Barbara , CA 93 103

CLASSIFIED AD RATES: $5 for up to 50 words.
Deadline fol subm itted copy 1s the tenth day of the
month pnor to publicalion. Please mclude payment
w1fh submitted ad copy

Regional Editors
Below are listed the Regional Editors. If
you wish to make a contribution to the
next newsletter, you must submit copy to
them in typewritten form, no later than
September 10, 1980.

Mid-A tlantic
Eric Knudsen
5221 No. 11th Road
Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 243-8128
Central
David Hendler
3642 Edwards Rd., #1
Cincinnati , OH 45208
(513) 321 -5456
Southern
Tom MacNiven
P.O. Box 3293 / SMU
Dallas, TX 75275
(214) 827 -5629
Western
JAN GLICK
7812 Stone Ave. No.
Seattle WA 98103
206-525-7527
Northeast
Jeff "Yogi" Durra
829 W. Boston Post Road
Mamaron eck, NY 1 0543
(914) 698-9384
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Let's take a look:

A Goal for the 80's
hv Kalb

E

very once in a while, it is important to step back and take a
good hard look at where we are. Once that has been
accomplished we can &eta goal for where we would like to be and
devise a plan to get there. I believe that it is time to do just that with
the sport of Ultimate.
Ultimate was developed around 1970 by a handful of people at
Columbia High School in Maplewood, New Jersey. Believing very
strongly in the sport, the members of the CHS Varsity Frisbee
Team were determined to make it succeed. Although it was never
explicitly stated, the team set two distinct goals: first, to spread the
sport by organizing teams in other parts of the country, and
second to convince the " Frisbee community" that Ultimate
should be "the" Frisbee field sport.
With a great amount of effort, time, and hard work by many
people throughout the seventies, both of these aims have

successfully been achieved. In 1970 there was only one team,
whereas in 1980 we now have over 400 recognized teams and
hundreds more not registered with the UPA. Their sport has been
enthusiastically accepted by people connected with all aspects
of Frisbee play. Anyone in the Frisbee world would gladly talk to
you for hours on the virtues of Ultimate.
This brings us to the point where we must set a new goal. Of
course we must set a new goal. Of course we must continue to
encourage the development of new teams in order to maintain
internal growth, however, the area where we need to expand is
externally. I believe that it is time to focu s our energies outside of
the Frisbee world. We still have a severe public relations problem:
the sport is virtually unknown to the man on the street. The
average person you meet has never heard of Ultimate. I propose
that our goal for the eighties should be to create a universal
identification with the world " Ultimate". We need to get to the
point where " Ultimate" is recognized as instantaneously as the
word "Frisbee".
(Continued on page 8)
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MOVING?
WHAT WE DON'T
WANT HERE IS A
FAILURE TO
COMMUNICATE!
One of the most difficult jobs the
UPA will have is keeping up with
address changes. A simple solution
that has been suggested is that all
teams rent a Post Office Box. Cost
is only $20 per year and allows
consistant communication.
If you have moved - or plan to
move in the near future - be sure
to let the UPA Newsletter follow you
by letting us know your new
address. Just paste the latest
address label on the space
provided below and let us know
your new address.
NAME _____________________
NEW ADDR ESS - - - - - - - - - CITY/ STATE / ZIP_______________

Return to: UPA Newsletter,
P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA
93103
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Editorial
In this the third issues of the UPA
Newsletter we have published the revised
bylaws for our organization.
The original UPA bylaws were sent to
each known team in September of 1979.
At the east coast captains meeting, held
in Dec. of '79, the original bylaws were the
main topic of discussion. The 60 plus
captains in attendance at that meeting at
Villanova college generated the changes
reflected in these revised bylaws.
These revised bylaws are a good
"starting point". They provide methods for
members to change, delete, or add to both
the UPA BYLAWS and the OFFICIAL
RULES OF ULTIMATE.
We feel it is especially important to
bring your attention to the method for
changing the rules of Ultimate. The
method was set up so that the
membership was in control of initiating
and controlling the rules of the sport.
In the last issue of the UPA Newsletter
we took the liberty of presenting to the
membership a proposed change to the
rules of 'ultimate. The issue of field size,
we felt, was not so critical as to create a
stir, but there was a stir. Many people felt it
was presumptious of us to present an
issue without going through the official
procedure.
With that in mind and with the
publication of the official method for
changing the rules of Ultimate we will not
present further rule change suggestions
unless they are submitted according to
the bylaws (refer to Article VIII Section A)
It is now up to you the membership to
actively generate the changes necessary
to keep up with the sports evolution. The
rules as they now read need many
changes to keep up with the state of the
art. We need more continuiety so that all
players are playing by the same set of
rules .
The sectional and regional tournaments coming up will provide an excellent
opportunity for membership meetings to
take place and changes to be initiated.

*

As stated in the bylaws (Artile VII Sec
4) all teams must comply by turning in to
the Regional Coordinator a complete
team roster at least one week prior to the
first scheduled sectional tournament in
your region .
Team spokespersons should take
responsibility for this process .

Letters
Dear Tom,
I am very eager to join the Ultimate
Players Association . Even though I am
only 15 years old and don't play the game
so well, I love Ultimate. As of this writing I
am still the Captain of the Slate Belt
Ultimate but our club has been going
donwhill since no one in our area likes to
play Ultimate. There is one good point
though. Eric Reimer, the Capt. of the Penn
State Ultimate team lives in Bangor, so we
can be thankful for that. On the subject of
referees in Ultimate I have something to
say on that. I don't know about you older
guys, but 15 year olds argue a lot on
Ultimate. Whether the catch was good or
not or this or that or whatever. We've
never played with a referee before but I
really would like to get one for our team to
settle arguments. Another thing, why don't
you have more Ultimate news for the
junior class. Why don't the senior
members try to start Junior Ultimate
teams? After all, we are the Ultimate
players of the future, and by the looks of it,
Ultimate is going to be around for a long
long time.
One final question. What do you think of
Ultimate of any Frisbee event in the future
Olympics? Now that more and more
foreign countries are getting into Frisbee I
think it has a good chance.
Sincerely,
Peter Baratta
Ultimate Players,
A couple of suggestions. First, to get
UPA membership soaring add the $5 .00
membership fee to the club/team due
structure (if you don't have one it is useful
for purchasing disks, gas, etc.). Second, in
most ultimate tournaments a trophy is
given to a team upon winning. Afterwards
it is typically presented to the coach or
shcool. I think it would be appropriate for
the individual players to receive
something to show for the time, money,
and energy spent in getting to and winning
a tournament such as the nationals. I
believe individual medalions (as in the
olympics) given to the team members in
place of or in addition to a trophy on a
regional or national level and their names
printed in the UPA Newsletter would be
acceptable. Admittedly we all love the
game and play because we enjoy it.
However, I think those people who work
and play together as the best team (or 5
best) in the country deserve what little
recognition we can give them as a group.
Gary Stoick
Madison Frisbee Club
(Continued on page 11)

Mich. vs Glasboro:

East meets Midwest
Eric Simon

M

ichigan State, recently winners of their fourth straight
Midwest t1tle, travelled east to Washington D.C. last
month to play this year's Spring Eastern Champs (and, of course,
defending World Champs) Glassboro State College. This third
ever meeting of two great teams had the potential of being a truly
classic game. First of all 'State' wanted to vindicate its previous
two losses to 'Boro (a 36-30 overtime loss at Amherst, April1976;
and a 16-13 loss at the Nationals; May 1979); and a lack of
deserved recognition (one sentence in the 3-page Frisbee-disc
World story on the Nationals, after almost eliminating 'Boro on
tiebreakers by losing to the Santa Barbara Condors, in a thrill er,
11 -1 0). Secondly, it offered two very different styl es of play:
'Bora's controll ed offense and their famous zone defense,
against State's wide open run- and-gun offense and then
classically Midwest tenatious man -to- man defense.
Probably the best part of the meeting, though , was th e
similarities in the "spirit" of both teams. Without a doubt, MSU is
the 'Boro of the Midwest (unless, of course, one considers 'Boro
the MSU of the East). Both teams are simply overpowering, and
can seem invincible at times. Both teams are huge (MSU , on their
previous road trip, brought 25 players- they all played); both
teams rely on psyche ('Boro answered a defeat to Cornell last
spring by beating them in the next meeting, which wa s in th e
quaterfinals of the Easterns, by the unbelievable score of 13-1 );
both teams have a wide assortment of crazy routin es, crazy
cheers, and crazy players; and both teams can consum e
amazing amounts of alcohol and other assorted drugs (the party
the night before the Central Regional semis and finals is already
almost legendary).
Unfortunately, however, the game was not the classi c match it
could have been. After cancelling out at 6pm the night before,
'Bora arrived with 9 players. MSU brought 18 players for th e 11 hour trip, although, they, too, were without a few starters and their
captain .
The first game was Ultimate Air & Space (the DC team) against
MSU . The game started off with the traditional Michigan 'Have
You Got the Spirit' Cheer (introdu ce into the Midwest by
Kalamazoo Coll ege Ultimate Fris bee) , and the spirit was high
throughout the game. rn general, MSU ran UAS to death. MSU
was a bit sloppy, but th ese fast breaks, on occassion, were like
lightning. Personally, I got a rush from it all; after play ing on th e
MSU team in over 100 games, dating lack to 1975, this was my
first game against th em.
The second game at 'Bora's request, was UAS vs 'Bora. Th ey,
too, beat us, especially in the second half wh en th e 90 degree
weather started to wear us down. I think th e consensus on th e
UAS team was that MSU was a tougher oponent, but then 'Boro
had half the players MSU did.
The last game, the one we'd all been waiting for, was fun to
wat ch. Both teams realized that neith er team was up to par or at
full strength, and instead of looking to beat th e other tea m, both

teams decided to go all out and play great Ultimate, regardless of
petty details like the score or how much time was left. It was great
seetng so many playes play "Timba" style: run until you dropbut then never dropping until after the game.
Ah, yes, the game. Both teams were a bit sloppy (neither team
had practiced for at least 2 weeks before the game), and a bit tired
(Boro was probably a bit more tired), and so MSU won 27 -22.
Conclusions from the game by an experienced player who's
played agail'lst both teams , and who saw both the Eastern and the
Central Regionals this year? I have a few, but not the ultimate
question that most want to know, i.e., who's better? It's hard to
say. Both teams showed an amazing amount of talent, desire,
spirit, and class. I would definately pick MSU and 'Boro as the two
best teams east of the Mississippi; but I'd have to say a
tournament game between the two would be a toss-up.
Will they meet again? Possibly in the fall-but of the Nationals
are in Texas who's going to see it. Besides, the desire by Eastern
teams to beat 'Boro is surpassed only by the desire by Central
teams to beat MSU . But, check out the fourth Annual April Fool's
Fest, next March; I'll bet anyone that both 'Boro and MSU will be
there.
'

Another overview:

Where CJitimate is Going
Jeffrey Durra

U

ltimate has always held two interests for me. The first and
most obvious IS the game Itself. Without getting side
tracked Ultimate is a fluid game played with a dynamic object and
it's nature demands team work. I could play the game as is, for as
long as my legs and lungs hold out.
This brings me to my second point of interest. Ultimate has not
and will not, stay the same. Since most of us have been playing
we have seen changes in skills, strategies , and attitudes towards
the game. Where Ultimate is going as a sport and how it gets there
are concerns of most players. The decisions and changes that
take place in regards to Ultimate in it's early stages could have
more effect on the game's development then changes at any
other time. This makes it exciting to be involved in the process of
directing a sport.
An organization has been formed that allows anyone to
become involved in the sport's democratic method of decision
making. The organization - the UPA of course. The UPA is
providing an opportunity for the players to make decisions
collectively about the sport. It's doing this on a national level
between teams and players that would not otherwise
communicate on a subject of common interest. The UPA meets
the most basic demand of Ultimate, organization. It provides lists
of teams and sanctions th e championsh ip series (i.e. sectionals,
regionals, and nationals). It's next function is to direct the sport
through rul e and policy c hanges. Finally, th e UPA is dedicated to
promoting th e play of Ultimate. Ultimate Frisbee is a team sport
that is more exciting, less hazardous, more economical and
flexable then other team sports. Ultimate players are in excellent
physical condition and can enjoy the benefits of other team
sports through ultimate wihtout the costs . One could say that
soc iety would be better off if they played Ultimate rath er then
other team sports , or more people became involved in sport s
becau se of Ultimate. Frisbee gam es have thi s appeal in general.
Currently we have over 350 members, not bad compared to
oth er disc oriented players associations, but seri ously it should
(Co ntinued on page 8)
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No arguments:

Points vs. Tune:

Active Referees

A Case for Points?

Tracy Jordan

•

this were the case, Swarthmore would have been the only team to
enter the fina l day with one loss. {That loss came against Penn in
a Group B match). Thus, one more loss would have eliminated
Swarthmore from the tourn ament as well as the fluke point spread
t1e w1th PFC.

l

Andy Borinstein

In conc lusion, I propose tha t the UPA adopt a structured
universal system for running all sectional tournaments as well as
to Implement a standard procedure fo r breaking point spread ties
Until these basic rule changes have been made, it may not b~
advantageous to play Ultimate for points.

S

ix Ultimate teams assembled in Albq . N.M. on May 17th &
18th for the first Governors Cup tourney. Sponsored by the
Governors council on phys ical fitness and hosted by the Univ. of
N.M. ultimate teams. This tourney was of spec ial interest
because this tourney used " referees". There were 2 referees per
game and they were delegated the following duties: 1) Keep the
time; 2) Make all line calls; 3) Call traveling only for Dragging· or
pulling pivot foot, or not establishing a pivot before throwing disc:
4) Fouls. Sole authority for calling receiving fouls. The referees
were fellow ultimate players, from each team not playing during
each time slot.
After playing in 5 games w I referees , and personally refereeing
3 games including the final, which pitted State Rivals La Peda of
Silver City Vs. A Todo Madre of Albuquerque, I'd like to share a
few comments with you- objective, I hope!
Lattitude, How much should a referee have? Some felt they
(the referees) had too much, given the fact,they were making
receiving foul calls, "sole authority" (not the player). This seemed
to be the main objection of the players.
Had there been, or if, there is, a "qualified ref", one unbiased,
knowledgable of the rules, alert and on top of every play possible
to make a quick & correct ca ll, I don't think any object would have
been voiced to ref's.
The time keeper was on the field at all times, making it easy for
anyone to ascertain the time.
·.·
When you're diving for a disc horizontally and are crossing the
goal line or going out of bounds can you make a fair & rational
judgement as to whether you score or went out? The ref's canand did make some excellent line calls!
Travelling, When you're defending a man real close and are
concentrating on getting a block or obstructing the preferred
throwing area, are you going to see or be aware of the offensive
players feet? The referee can , you'd be surprised at how many
players unconsciously travel.
The MOST important thing that resulted from the use of ref's
was that there were no arguments between team s " NONE".
Any hostilities and verbal abuse was directed at the referee's,
which was graciously absorbed by the ref's. Most all calls were
honored by players without question!
Sportsmanship between teams was at a high peak for th e
duration of the weekend.
I don't feel we should give complete control of the game to th e
ref, for then we' d have the "win at all cost" strategy, get away with
what you can!
However som e very postiive things resulted in the use of refs.
Try it at your next local tourney; answer your own qu estions or
doubts.
By the way La Peda of Silver City, N.M. aveng ed an earlier loss
to A Toda Madre of Albq . to win the first governor's cup.
Congratulations!
P.S. This tourney ended in a 3 way tie, again with 3 teams
having a 4 wins vs. 1 loss re cord, again. The point spread
answered the tie. Sorry, Santa Fe Blue Streak. You played very
well!
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uring the Eastern Pennsylvan ia Sectional Tournam ent held
th is past April 26-27 at Swarthm ore Coll ege, I had the
opportun ity to parti cipate in a timed gam e of Ultimate where the
actual object of the game was to play for a certain number of
points. In order to explain how this unique situation occurred, I
must introduce the relevant background information. I will also
discuss some possible solutions to the various problems that
were raised by this situation as well as to illustrate why it is
necessary for the UPA to adopt a standard, uniform rule that
would alleviate some of the ambiguities that may arise in a
tournament when there is a tie under the current system of play.
The case was actually resolved when Swarthmore's players
decided that it was more important to stay home and study for
their upcoming final exams than to attend the Regional
Tournament. Therefore, both Penn and PFC advanced. But what
would have happened if Swarthmore had been able to go to the
Regional? Perhaps an overtime playoff should be played
between the two tied teams. But what form shou ld the overtime
take: Time or Points? Presumably the playoff would be played by
the traditional temporal method, but how long should the playoff
period last. The 7th edition of the Official Rules of Ultimate state
that " In the event of a tie at the end of regulation time, there will be
an overtime period lasting five minutes (Stop Times) ." But would
this rule still be in effect since these two teams did not actually
end up in a tie as a result of playing each other head to head?
Undoubtedly, the captains of the two involved teams would have
agreed upon a certain, equitable length of timed play in order to
break the tie. But what is an equitable length of timed play for a
playoff overtime? Five minutes of stop time may be too short for
teams to play, especially if it is to decide who will compete in the
Regional Tournament. Also, another factor must be brought inthat of one team having just completed playing versus a team that
may be fresh by virtue of sitting out on the sidelines waiting to see
the results of the game in question . A poss ible suggestion could
be to play a 12 minute stop time playoff, or half of one period of a
regular game. (Twelve minutes is only a suggestion that could be
the proper amount of tim e, considering that some involved teams
may have already played three or more games in that one day).
Another sugg estion could be to play for points. Although th ere
has been considerabl e talk and articles written about adopting a
point system for Ultimate, it has not yet been impl emented.
Therefore, without experim entation on e can not be certain how
many points would be equ itable for playoff overtime. Also , if a
point system were adopted, say to play all games until one team
scores 15 or 21 ' chances would be greater for competing teams
to end up in a point spread tie becau se they are all playing to a
certain, set number of points. Thus, nothing would be resolved in
determin ing the controversy among th e two teams tied in a point
spread. Perhaps if the two teams are tied with an overall point
spread, a winner could be determined from the res ult of th eir head
to head clash (that is, if one has already occ urred). In th is case,
Swarthmore would have been dec lared th e Sectional 's second
place fini sher because of their vi ctory over PFC. One last
suggestion is to make all Sectional Tournaments doubl e
elimination by counting the first day's preliminary game results. If

Summer Celebration:

Ultimate
at the
Solstice

Tom Livernois

Evolution:

New
Dimensions
Neil Dambra

Q

]L
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ur sport is in its primitive stages. We are where baseball
wa s 1n 1860. In those days, fielders could get base runners
out by throw1ng the ball at them; and only underh and pitchinCl was
legal. Beca ~se Ultimate is, by nature, an un comp licated ga~e. its
evolution Will undoubtedly be less traumatic tha n most other
modern sports. But we still must try to predict at approximately
what pomt (1n development and not time) the game will be
co nsidered mature. If we can start approaching that idea l today
the pnm1t1ve players (we) can not only help shape th e sport to it~
ultimate vers1on, but Will also have the privilege of part icipating in
a gar;;e that, 1n the future, ~o n 't b e derogatorally labeled as " pre2000 and considered an 1nfenor version of Ultimate.
W1th lh1s _in mind, here are some observations. During a
tournament 1n Au stin last year, the teams had to play some
ga m e~ on a norm al size field and some games on a nearly square
fie ld. I d guess it was 50 yds. by 60 yds . 1 was watching, from a
h1gh sp?t, games be1ng played on each field. As a spectator 1 was
aesth etically attracted to th e game on th e wider fie ld. The
freedom of the sport flowed from that fi eld to the peop le watc hing
wh ile the other game seemed so much less graceful and so much
more co ngested. The increased num ber of crossfie ld passes and
spectacular catc hes made the extra lateral space seem natural
to the sport While th e " norma l" field looked like Ultimate had been
fcrced upon 1!. Passes that, on the regular field, wo uld have gone
out of bo un ds and slowed up play now were in play and often led
to dramatic Shifts 1n defense and offense. Goals were scored by
use of good lateral motion as we ll as good forwa rd motion. The
players adapted quickly and I thi nk even enjoyed the extra
runn1n g room. The variety of passes (long, short, long, short)
Increased and it made for a fun game to wa tch.
I'm not saying the field shou ld be square, but 1 do think it shou ld
be a little Wider 11 anyth ing. Thirty-five meters is too narrow. We
would be mov1ng in the wrong direction. Fort y meters would be a
more reasonable evolutionary step. Why con fine ourselves. Why
create a field that ~i l l help make game slowing zone-defenses
the only com pet1t 1ye defense. Why direct our sport into a
football /basketball, back and forth mentality. An open-field
forwa rd and lateral, freer attitude cou ld be applied to Ultimate:
Later~ l passes are bot h useful and appea ling, give them room .
Let s not change the fie ld size to accommodate a numerical
system. Change shou ld come only for benefit of the sport. It was
wntten that " we can manage" with a field that's 1 7
d
. yar s,
W II
narrower.. e , we can IMPROVE Ultimate by making the fie ld 5
met~rs Wider than proposed and still make comfortable use of the
metnc system. Now that's managing.
And finally, the more room we give ourselves to play within, the
less contact Will occur. This will help avoid some to 1·
t
d. d
u lng,
argumen s an JU gements. Let's play on a field and not a court.

.. On the 21st . and 22nd of June the Dark Star hosted the
Ultimate So lst1ce Celebration", a twelve team tourname nt
played to poi nts. On Saturday games started at 10:00. Through
the course of the day tea ms played 3 games to fifteen witl:! 2
byes. Each game was alated 1 :15. The tournamen t practica lly ran
Itse lf and the fi;st day conc luded almost to the minute right on
schedu le. Sem1 s were played to fifteen also and the finals to 21
In these days of growi ng comp lexity, playing to poi nts seems t~
be one way of simplifying what we do and of eliminating just one
of the many poss ible ways of misu nderstanding eac h oth er. Why
shou ld we co nf1ne ourselves to a framework we should be
attemptmg to transend? Playing to points is playi ng ultimately. We
came to play Ultimately'

JUNE 21-22, 1980
WINN ERS
Berkeley
Berkeley
Dark Star
Seattle
Dark Star

15 Portl and Fu n Hogs
7
15 Seattle 3
15 Humboldt Buds
6
15 Lady Dark Star
9
15 Condors
5
Condors-Portland Ult imate (forfeit)
15 Lady Dark Star
2
San Diego Flo
Berkeley
15 Sa n Diego Flo
9
Corvelis-Salem
15 Bend Live Tubes
13
Corvellis-Sa lem
15 Lady Dark Star
7
Dark Star
15 Bend Live T ube
1
Humboldt Buds
15 Corve ll is-Salem
s
Seattle
15 Port land Fun Hogs
12
Humboldt Buds
15 Bend Live Tube
6
San Diego Flo
.
16 Lighter Shade of Dark 14 (OT)
Bend L1ve Tubes-Port land Ultimate (forfeit)
Condors
4
15 Lighter Shade of Da rk
Portland Fun Hogs
12
15 L.S.D.

SEMI S
Condors
Seattle
Berkeley
Dark Star

(2-1)
(2-1)
(3-0)
(3-0)

Berkeley

(4-0)

15 Humboldt Buds
15 San Diego Flo
15 Condors
15 Seattle

(2-1)
(2-1)
(3- 1)
(3-1)

6
11
4
7

(4 -0)

12

FINAL
21

Dark Star
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BY-LAWS OF THE ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
ARTICLE 1:

INTRODUCTION

1.

The Ultimate Players Association is formed to promote the
play of Ultimate. The UPA is dedicated to the spirit of the
game and to its membership. The structure of the UPA is
designed so that everyone is welcome to join and that all
members shall have input to the decision making process.

2.

The Bylaws will designate the organizational structure,
methods of operation and general policy of the UPA.

3.

The UPA is set up to accommodate its membership and to
maintain an effective system of communication and
information exchange. A newsletter will be published
regularly and meetings of the membership will be held.

4.

5.

2.

3.

Regional Coordinator
a) to responsibly coordinate all Ultimate activities within
his/her region.
b) to maintain a current listing of teams and team
spokespersons in his/her region.
c) to serve as a member of the Coordinating Committee.
d) to coordinate the National Ultimate Championship
Series at the Section and Regional levels within his/her
region.
e) to choose sectional coordinators from the people
nominated by the team spokespersons.
f)
as a Coordinating Committee member:
i)
to designate special committees as the need
arises.
2) to carry out various duties as assigned by the
Coordinating Committee.
3) to ratify any contractua l proposa ls presented by the
National Director. A unanimous vote will be
necessary.

ORGANIZATION

Each region will be subdivided into sections and Sectional
Coordinators will be appointed by the Regional Coordinator
of that region.

5.

Each recognized team within a region will designate one
person as Team Spokesperson.
A Coordinating Committee will be formed consisting of
one Regional Coordinator from each region.

5.

The Coordinating Committee will elect one person as
Committee Chairperson whose title will be National
Director.

6.

The Coordinating Committee will appoint a UPA Newsletter
Editor/Staff.

7.

The Coordinating Committee will appoint a UPA Treasurer.
This person need not be a Coordinating Committee member.

8.

The Coordinating Committee will designate certain standing
committees or temporary committees as needed.

9.

The Coordinating Committee may designate special
consultants at any time.

ARTICLE III:

2.

4.

The United States will be divided into regions with each
region having an elected Regional Coordinator.
Other countries will be given regional consideration as the
need arises.

4.

1.

Sectional Coordinator
a) to coordinate league play within his/her section through
team spokespersons.
b) to maintain a current listing of teams and Team
Spokespersons in his/her section.
c) to maintain contact with Regional Coordinator and team
spokespersons within his/her section.

The UPA wil l strive to assist in the formation of new teams
and clubs.

6.

DUTIES

UPA Members
a) to assist and support UPA.
b) know the rules of Ultimate.
c) to PLAY ULTIMATE.
d) to vote on all referendum issues and amendment
ratifications.
Team spokesperson
a) to responsibly receive communication from any UPA
branch (Sectional Coordinators, Regional Coordinators,
National Director, UPA Newsletter, etc.).
b) to promptly disseminate the communication to his/her
team.
c) to glean a concensus on the issues from his/her team
and to promptly reply to the source of the
communication .
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7.

National Director
a) to schedule Coordinating Committee meetings.
b) to chair Coordinating Committee meetings.
c) to maintain an updated list of UPA recognized teams.
d) to receive membership application and fees and to
maintain an updated list of UPA members.
e) to maintain exclusive responsibility to act on behalf of
the UPA to screen and accept contractual proposals.
f)
to obtain a unanimous vote for the Coordinating
Committee on all contractual proposals.
g) to choose the date and time of all referenda and
amendment ratification ballot returns.
h) to receive and tally all referenda and amendment
ratification ballots and report the results.
UPA Newsletter Editor
a) to coordinate the activities of the Newsletter Staff to
complete the UPA Newsletter on a bimonthly basis to
include editing, preparing, publishing, and distributing,
etc.
b) to maintain contact with and report to the Coordinating
Committee.
UPA Treasurer
a) to report to the Coordinating Committee.
b) to disclose an annual financial statement of the UPA in
the UPA Newsletter.
c) to monitor all UPA cash/capital flow.

ARTICLE IV:
1.

Election Coordinator shall be responsible for announcing the
commencement of the election proceeding , collecting
nomination petitions, mailing ballots, counting ballots, and
other duties associated with the election. Nomination
petitions, signed by at least 25 UPA members, shall be
received by the Election Coordinator by midnight on October
31 of the election year. Ballots shall be mailed by November
7 and must be returned to the Election Coordinator before
midnight November 30. The ballots shall be counted by
December 10 and all nominees notified of the results. The
term of office shall begin January 1 and run until December
31 of the following year (full two year term).

to nominate their Sectional Coordinators.
to keep their Sectional Coordinator and Regional
Coordinator informed of the current team address.

3.

The UPA has the responsibility to maintain the rules of
Ultimate and make changes to them as it sees fit. Each
member has the responsibility to make the UPA the best
organization it can be.

ARTICLE II:
1.

d)
e)

4.

All UPA members are eligible to vote only in the region in
which they reside .

5.

If a Regional Coordinator is unable to fulfill his/her term of
office, the remaining coordinators shall hold an election for a
new Regiona l Coordinator from that region to finish the term .

6.

Sectional Coordinators shall be chosen by each Regional
Coordinator. The registered teams within each section shall
retain the right to remove their sectional coordinator. The
procedure for removing a sectional coordinator will be as
follows:
a) Any team spokesperson may fi le a complaint and a
request for the removal of his/ her sectional coordinator,
in writing, to his/her regional coordinator.
b) This petition should accurately detail the complaint
against the sectional coordinator.
c) The Regional Coordinator, within the next two (2)
weeks, submits ballots stating the case against and a
rebutta l by the sectional coordinator to each registered
team within that section. This also will contain the date
by which the ballots must be returned.
d) A simple majority of the ballots returned by the specified
date is required for removal.
e) If remova l is decided, nominations will be requested
from the team spokespersons to fi ll the vacant position,
and the Regional Coordinator shall choose the new
sectional coordinator from those nominations.

ARTICLE V:

MEMBERSHIP

1.

Anyone interested in the advancement of the sport of
Ultimate and the Ultimate Players Association shall be
eligible for membership in the Ultimate Players Association .

2.

Membership categories shall be as follows:
a) Active members.
b) Supporting members: Those individuals or companies
having an interest in the manufacture of, services of,
and/or sale of discs, equipment, and accessories.

3.

The right to vote shall be held by category (a) Members.

4.

The term of membership shall be on an annual basis for all
members. All memberships shall run from January 1 to
December 31 of the calendar.

5.

ELECTIONS AND TERMS
OF OFFICE

Elections for all Regional Coordinator positions shall be held
every two (2) years.
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6.

Dues and Fees.
a) Annual dues, in an amount determined by the
Coordinating Committee, shall be a prerequisite for
membership in the UPA.
b) The association shall receive a fee for its actions as
determined by the Coordinating Committee.
All members shall receive the UPA Newsletter.

2.

Any UPA member may be nominated for the position of
Regional Coordinator for the region in which they reside .

ARTICLE VI:

3.

An Election Coordinator shall be chosen by the Coordinating
Committee in the year preceding the next election. The

1.

METHOD FOR AMENDING
UPABYLAWS

The Bylaws of the UPA are the foundation of the
organization. They form the basic principles of the UPA. The

following details the procedure for amending the Bylaws.
a) Any UPA member may submit a Bylaws amendment.
b) The member must submit the amendment in writing to
his / her Regional Coordinator.
c) The amendment suggestion shall be accompanied by a
petition signed by not less than fifty (50) registered UPA
members, and a written argument for the amendment.
d) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the
amendment, without change, to the National Director
who, without change, places the amendment in the next
UPA Newsletter for ratification .
e) The amendment shall appear in the next Newsletter
containing written arguments both for and against the
amendment. The National Director shall be responsible
for obtaining a written argument against the
amendment.
f)
The amendment will also contain the time and date,
chosen by the National Director, when the ballots must
be returned to him/her. This will not be less than three
(3) months from the amendment's publication date.
g) The amendment is ratified and adopted immediately by
a two-thirds (2/3) majority of the ballots returned by the
specified time and date.
h) The UPA newsletter fol lowing the ratification deadline
will include the results of the ratification ballot.

ARTICLE VII:

TCXIRNAMENTS,
SANCTIONING

1.

Each year the UPA wi ll sponsor the National Ultimate
Championship Series. This series wil l consist of Sectional
and Regional Tournaments to determine participants for the
National Ultimate Championship.

2.

The Coordinating Committee wil l determine the tournament
site and tournament director for the National Ultimate
Championship.

3.

The Coordinating Committee may also sanction
tournaments other than the National Ultimate Championship
Series, and may or may not require a fee to the UPA.

4.

To be eligible to participate in the series, teams must supply
their Regional Coordinator with their complete team roster at
least one (1) week in advance of the first Sectional Ultimate
Tournament scheduled in the region. Regional Coordinators
shall remind all teams of this well in advance. The UPA
Newsletter shall be an appropriate vehicle for this reminder.
Teams may add players to these rosters after submitting
them ; however, once a player is listed on a roster, he/she
may not play for any other team during that year's
tournament series. Each Regional Coordinator shall
determine eligibility within his/her regional. The
Coordinating Committee shall determine eligibility between
two or more regions .

ARTICLE VIII: METHOD FOR CHANGING G
THE RULES OF ULTIMATE
1.

This article details the formal method to be used in changing
the playing rules of Ultimate. It must be noted here that, as
stated in the 7th Edition of the "Ultimate Official Rules ":
" Before the opening throw-off, the captains of the teams
may agree on any additional ground rules necessary."

2.

The formal method presented here is the sole means to
change the written rules . As a basis for the written rules, the
7th Edition of the "Ultimate Official Rules " will be used as the
starting point.
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By- Laws
3.

Actual Method:
a) Any UPA member may submit , in writing , any rules
change suggestion to their Regional C4ordinator. In
addition to the change suggestion , a petition signed by
at least twenty-five (25) UPA members and an
accompanying argument for the change, in writing ,
must be submitted.
b) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the
suggestion, without change , to the National Director
who, without change, places the suggestion in the next
UPA Newsletter for a referendum.
c) The referendum shall appear in the UPA Newsletter
containing written arguments both for and against the
change of the rules.
d) The Coordinat ing Committee may select a special
consultant to coordinate the rules change suggestions
inclusion in the Newsletter.
e) The National Director, or the special consultant shall be
responsible for obtaining a written argument against
each rules change suggestion.
f) The referendum shall also contain the time and date,
chosen by the National Director, when the ballots must
be returned to him / her. This will not be less than one (1)
month from the referendum 's publication date.

Goal for the 80's
(Continued from page 1)
Having decided upon a goal, the next thing to do is to set up a
simple scheme to achieve that objective. I offer the following four
suggestions as a means to this end.
1) We must introduce all our friends to the sport.
According to the old cliche, "a picture is worth a thousand
words," and an action is worth a thousand pictures. The
sport has to be seen to be understood. The rules are just
that, rules: they do not describe the action of the game.
After ten years, I have concluded that it is impossible to
describe the sport of Ultimate by discussion. I have tried
countless times to explain the game to a new
acquaintance, and have always come away with the
feeling that something was not being communicated. We
must all make a commitment to introduce our friends at
work, school, religious organizations, and other clubs to the
sport by convincing them to come out and watch ourteamE
play! Only then can they make the mental connection with
what we mean when we speak of Ultimate.
2) Appoint a public relations person. This simple
suggestion can have an enormous impact. We must take
advantage of the power of the media to shape the thinking
of the general public. By obtaining media coverage, people
other than those attending the games, will begin to gain
exposure to the sport. Besides reaching greater
audiences, the media also serves to generate better
performan ces by the members of the team .
3) Make your team " offi cial". The Ultimate world consists
of school or club teams. School teams have a simple way of
becoming authorized. The team should contact the student
government and follow th e procedures to become a
recognized club. This often leads to funding, which is an
important step in the growth of a team . Having become an
official team, you can demand coverage in the school
paper and also gain a voice in the student government. The
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analogy for a club team is to get connected with the local
chamber of commerce. By so doing, th e team legitimizes
itself in the eyes of the community. Again the door to
publicity is opened wider.
4) Encourage all Ultimate players you know to join the
UPA the sole purpose of the Ultimate Players Association
is to the aid in the growth of the sport of Ultimate. The more
people that we have registered, the more justifyable the
organization becomes. This is very important when trying
to "se ll" outside people on the legitimacy of the
organization. Case in point is the International Frisbee
Association which proud ly boasts over 100,000 members.
The UPA newsletter provides a long awaited
communications tool for the Ultimate world. We now have
our own medium for keeping us informed of our own
activities around the country. Money from UPA
memberships helps to finance this newsletter and other
important projects which are specifically geared to nurture
our sport.
At this point, I would like to make a comment on the word
"Frisbee". With the publication of the seventh edition officia l rules
of the sport, the Wham-0 company lawyers realized that
"Ultimate Frisbee" is an improper use of the word Frisbee,
therefore, the sport is now cal led Ultimate. For a time, there was a
push from the Boston area clubs to circumvent this entire issue
by attempting to rename the game " Aerodisc."
I've been told by promoters that is nearly impossible to push
our sport if they can't use the word Frisbee. To those folks , let me
point out that the sports of hockey, tennis, lacrosse, socce r,
bowling and many others survive quite wel l without mentioning
the object in their name. This is not to say that we wou ldn 't be
aided by being able to use the word Frisbee, there's no question
that it would help from the point of view of recognition. But, let's
not get caught up in this technicality. Let us work together to get
the public to know Ultimate for the sport that it represents and
now worry about a legal hassle with a toy manufacturer.
We have a significant contribution to offer the sporting world.
The sport has proven spectator appeal. This is seen anually at the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena when 40 ,000 people cheer wildy for a
simple demonstration game between the east and west so-called
all stars. It is time for Ultimate to get the recognition that it
deserves. If we carry out the four things which I have suggested, I
feel that we can reach the goal of public recognition of the sport of
Ultimate during the decade of the eighties.

Where Ultimate is
Going
(Continued from page 3)
be much better. The UPA has a chance to do all the things that
are mentioned in this article. Through a cooperative effort we can
shape the nature of play, but only through active interest on th e
players part, reflected through the amount of members and th e
level of their involvement.
The disc marks the second generation of sports in America.
We have the opportunity to improve upon what evolved in the first
generation. Apathy is our biggest enemy. The disc and flow of
play have already provided us with a progressive game now we
can develop a progressive organization to raise Ultimate out of
it's infantile stages.

The Regions
T he primary fun ct ion of th is newsletter is to help ~~i~tain commu.nication . For us to do o~r job rig ht, w,e
need some assistance from you. It is your respons1b1l 1ty to keep us Informed of any cha nes 1n yo ur teams
whereabouts. If your team has c hanged address, or the team spokesperson has changed address,
please contact you r reg ional coordinato r and let him know of the change .
REGIONAL REPORT:

Western
TOM KEN NEDY
P.O. Box 4844
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 964 -04 58

Sectional Coordinators
Pacific Northwest: Jan Glick, 7812
Stone Ave ., North , Seattle, WA 98103.
Res. (206) 525-7527
Northern Califiornia: Grant Evans, 1881
16th Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060. Res.
(408) 479-7968.
Southern California: Rich Lee, 171 01
South Pacific, Sunset Beach, CA 90742 .
Res. (714) 840-2525, Bus. (714) 8488494.
Rocky Mountain: Tracy Jordan, 5222
East Windsor #6 , Phoenix, Ariz. 85006.
Res. (602) 952 -1077, Bus. (602) 967 3310

Final Standings
Berkeley Flying Circus
Dark Star
Olympic Windjammers
Santa Barbara Condors
Humboldt Buds
San Diego Flow
Corvallis Cloud
Portland Fun Hogs
Bend Lava ubes
Lady Dark Star

offense overwh elm th e Condors 15-5.
Sunday's round saw th e Humboldt
Buds get defeated by a solidified Condor
offense 15-6. Berkeley th en nail ed the
Santa Barbari an 15-3. Because th ere
were an odd number of teams with 2-1
records, it was agreed to play an extra
game among teams in the other bracket.
The other semifinal game saw th e
Olympic Windjammers come out tough
against Dark Star,but the Dark Star bench
was too strong for the Jammers, who fell
15-7.
The final game was just what everyone
expected- tough Ultimate. Eugene's
runners kept right behind Berkeley's
controlled disc handlers, 11 -1 0 at the half.
Dark Star ran itself into the ground, made
mistakes, and the Flying Circus flew away
with it, 21 -12. All the games were
successfu lly played to points, and there
were observers for the final game,
although no one knew who they were and
no one had to. Good Ultimate, good
tournament.

5-0
4-1
5-1
4-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
0-3
0-3
0-3

Ultimate Eruption
The . Portland Fun Hogs hosted an
"Ultimate Eruption" on July 19 and 20. A
good get together of old and new
Northwestern opponents wou nd up with
Dark Star dominating at 6-0, and their old
rivals, the Olympic Windjamme rs,
finishing second at 5-1 .

1st Annual "Under the Sun"
The Great Northwest
Ultimate Classic
The tournament took place in cozy
Eugene, Oregon on June 21 and 22. Dark
Star, the home club, hosted a good one on
the golf greenish fi elds at local Lane
Community College.
Northwestern teams met each oth er
again along with three strong clubs from
California. Thanks to Berkeley, San Di ego
and Santa Barbara for making the long
trip. To fill in for a second Seattle team that
didn't materialize, the women of Eugene,
Lady Dark Star, got together and play ed
along with the men. Dark Star women run .
The games were a good time and showed
that the development and potential of
these women players is high.
The way it shaped up, it was clear that
Berkeley, Eugene and Santa Barbara
were the teams to beat. Berkeley sailed
through the preliminar ies at 3-0. The big
surprise on Saturday was watching an
awesome sprinting and diving Dark Star

The Rangers demonstrated excellent
sportsmanship.The final game
(championship) was a real marathon
with both teams exhausted. Chabot got
the 21st point but the game was so
equal in every other aspect. It was a
great game and a great day for
ultimate.

To UPA
From Pat Pohl c / o Chabot College &
Arnolds Rangers Disc Club
RE 1st Annual " Under Th e Sun"
Ultimate tournament.
Rod Bab cock and the Arnold Rangers
are to be complim ented on an excellent
one-day tournament held at th e
University of the Pacific campus on June
29, 1980. It was a first rate job with great
games. 4 teams were invited and played
two games each. 1st games were played
to 18 points and the consolation and
championship games were played to 21
points (another vote for points vs time).

ARNOLDS RANGERS
LODI
IZ.

SAN JOSE

21
SAN JOSE

IS- Io

ARNOLDS

LODI
PI STOL WHIPS
SAN JOSE CLINGON S

CHABOT
21

\B- I'Z-

CHABOT

CHABOT

(LIVERMORE)

COLLEGE DISC CLUB .

_
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Northcoast Invitational '80
Sun and offshore breezes pervaded the
1980 Northcoast Invitational hosted on
the Humboldt State University campus by
the Humboldt Buds. Six teams ventured to
Arcata, a small Northern California
coastal community, to share in a festive,
May 24-25, Memorial Day weekend.
Competition and comraderie went
hand in hand, literally, during the oftpracticed energy circles, as conventional
pre-and past-game handshakes turned to
unconventional hugs and praise for the
spirit of the play.
The tournament format was "round robin" , with each team afforded the
opportunity of playing all team.s in the
field. This provided that no team would be
eliminated Saturday only to spectate on
Sunday. Each team played five games
with overall record determining final
placement. Potential record ties were to
be decided by "least points allowed", the

REGIONAL REPORT:

Central
BRUCE JOHNSON
720 S. Main
Ann Arbor, Ml 48704
(313) 663-3616

The following people will serve as
sectional directors for the upcoming
competitive season. Contact them for
imformation.
Michigan
Mark Orders
135 Collingwood Apt. 8
Est Lansing, Mich. 48823
(517) 337-0981 .
Ohio (including Univ. of Kentucky)
David Hendler
3642 Edwards Rd. #1
Cinti, OH 45208
(513) 321-5456

REGIONAL REPORT:

Northeast
JEFF "YOGI" DURRA
829 w. Boston Post Road
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
(914 ) 698 -9384

July 4 on Mars
Mars Pennsylvania and the local
Martians hosted their annual Mars
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reason being the encrouagement of tight
cfefense rather than running up the score
to provide for all "total points" or " point
spread" format.
Saturday's encounters left both the
Berkeley Flying Circus and the Eugene
Dark Star with unblemished records and
scheduled to open the next mornings
competition . It turned out that the Flying
Circus remained undefeated through the
weekend holding off a sparkling effort by
the Dark Star, 12-11, in the final game.
The Humboldt Buds went undefeated
Sunday, losing the previous day only to
the Circus. The Buds "wall" defense
allowed only 45 points during their five
games.
The Portland Funhogs oinked sideline
approval as teammates strived to perfect
the art of "good-times" Ultimate. The
Marin Fog, a newly formed team from the
San Francisco Bay Area, showed real

REGIONAL REPORT:
promise. The Lighter Shade of Dark from
Eugene, Oregon played excellently in the
first half of each of their contests only to
tire due to personnel shortages as the
games proceeded.
Players and spectators alike returned
home, smiling, content with Humboldt
Buds on the brain. Stray Seattlelites
skirted Mt. St. Helens. The Circus and fog
wound their way through the Redwoods, a
cathedral , exhalting the Great Ultimate
Spirit for another wonderful weekend .
Dave Claycomb
HUMBOLDT BUDS

FINAL STANDINGS
W
Berkeley Flying Circus
Humboldt Buds
Dark Star
Portland Funhogs
Lighter Shade of Dark
Marin Fog

5
4
3
2
1
0

L
PTS.
ALLOWED
0
47
1
2

45
54

3
4

76
70

5

103

Missouri & Iowa (including Southern
ILL)
Roger Oiles
R.#1 Box145
Hallsville, Missouri 65255
(314) 682-3010
Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma
Chris Breit
5100 W. 33rd
Topeka, KS 66614
(913) 273-1279
Illinois, Indiana, Western KY and
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota to
be named. (If anyone is interested in
the sectional jobs for these regions
please contact Bruce Johnson).

Central Region tournament dates:
Regionals-Oct. 25 & 26; Sectionalsany time before Oct. 25 & 26.
As of the printing of this newsletter, no
sectional or regional sites have been
decided upon. We must choose locations
immediately. Sectional directors are
responsible for sectional site selection.
Bruce Johnson is responsible for regional
site selection. Please contact these
persons if you are interested in hosting a
tournament.

Important!!!!

Congratulations to Peter McElhaney for
being the first to correctly identify the
origin of the name Discos Volantes. Peter
correctly identified the name as coming
from the villians Hydrofoil in the James
Bond Movie Thunderball. Peter your disc
is in the mail.

All teams should contact their sectional
directors and the regional director, with
their fall mailing address. Please do so by
postcard.

invitational Ultimate Tournament. Five
alien teams participated in the Round
Robin, three day event along with the
Martians. After the first two days of
competition the standings found Cornell
on top at 5-0 , NY Heifers 4-1, NJ Hobbits
3-2, Hershey Nukes 2-3, Martians 1-4,
and Flood City PA 0-5, a little different
then the outcome of War of Worlds . The
semi-finals were hotly contested and the
NJ Hobbits upset the Heifers in a game
where they held the lead throughout.
Cornell rolled over the Nukes and found
the Hobbits a tough match in th e first half
but stayed in control of the game and

******

became the Ultimate team Mars. For their
hard work they were award 150 dollars.

Attention N.E.
Captains
September 20th we will hold a captams
meeting to discuss playoffs, rules ,
schedule games, and play some Ultimate.
You will receive the details in the mail. A
site has not been determined yet. Please
send me all new addresses for the fall.
Next fall the sectionals will be held on
November 1, 2 and the regionals on
November 8, 9.

Mid-Atlantic
DAN DOYLE
32 Ford Ave .. Box 155
Milltown. NJ 08850
(20 1) 846-1979 (HOME)
(20 1) 247-8353 (WORK)

rian Dobbins did an incredible job ~.f
organizing the "Summer League
He paid all the dues, sacrificed and
nursed; his love was in it. The City
Summer League might have been a new
era of Ultimate. Even New England and
the Mid Atlantic were to have some
intercourse. Ths Ultimate summer was
not going to contain just good practices.
There was promise of high caliber
confrontation, maybe a trip to the west
coast and perhaps even the Rose Bowl.
But alas Brian, let D.C. Ultimate Air and
Space console you that we share your
disappointment. Because we had more
forfeits than anyone we might be
considered the winners of the now
defunct Summer league. We played
whoever showed up but were most often

B

REGIONAL REPORT:

Southern
ROSS SNYDER
3510 Blair Circle, Apt . E
Atlanta, GA 30319
( 404 ) 458-1875

Southern
Regional News
How do you play Ultimate when it's 113
degrees outside? Very casually.
Unlike most of the other regions ,
Ultimate activity in the south sometimes
comes to a crawl during the summer
months.
Although the desire is there, people are
dropping dead just reading their
newsletters, as the intense Texas heat
(which dives to a dripping 90 or so in the
evning) quickly reduces even the
toughest to tiny pools of funky butter.
Things are only slightly better in New
Orleans, Atlanta and Northern Florida. Is
Houston worse than Miami? It's too hot to
argue.
But planning for the fall is beginning and
hopes are creeping higher. Here in Texas
an allstar team of players from Houston
and Dallas is preparing to head west for
the first time ever. If they don't melt in
practice, the Texans will meet 7 West

left with only the long drive home.
Brian put together a great sched ule,
contacted all the teams, made so much
extra effort and ha d an impecca bl e
attitude. We hope that this effort won 't go
to waste and that he continues as an
example to all organ izers. Brian brought a
new pinnacle to Ultimate and has my vote
for Ultimate Person of the Year.

Mid-Atlantic
Capt's Meeting
The Mid Atlantic captains meeting will
take place August 30th at the Washington
Monument. Captains or interested people
from outside the region are welcome to
attend.
The meeting will start at 3:30 p.m. and
will take place on a day filled with golf,
freestyle and pick-up Ultimate.
The following day, August 31 , the
Smithsonian Institution hosts its annual
Flying Disc Festival.
For further information contact Dan
Doyle.

Coast teams in Santa Cruz, August 7-10.
On the regional scene, tentative dates
and locations have been set for three of
our four sectional championships. They
are: Section 1: Florida-either Jensen
Beach or Tampa-Sarasota area, Oct. 4-5
(tent.); Section 2: The Carolinas &
Georgia-Atlanta, Oct. 18-19 (tent.) ;
Section 3: Alabama, Ark., Tenn.and
Miss.- Who Knows? ; Section 4: Texas ,
Louisiana: College Station, Tx., Oct. 1112.
In regards to our own sectional and
regional meets, regional coordinator Ross
Snyder would like to know how you feel
about playing time or points. Opin ions
should be written or phoned to Ross as
soon as possible. If it matters to you , don 't
miss this change to get your 2¢ in. (Ross
Snyder, 3510 Blair Cr., Apt. E, Atlantia, Ga.
30319 - (404) 458-1875).
For our regional tournament Ross is
planning on taking 8 teams (3 from
Section 1; 2 each from 2 & 4; and 1 from
3). With this smaller number of teams , (we
took 10 last year) the possibility of a full
round robin exists. Any feedback? Again ,
let Ross know soon.
In closing, let me add that as the season
progresses, I'd like to hear more from
players in the south. Send information,
schedules, results, questions, com laints
to:

Tom MacNiven
PO Bbx 3293-SMU.
Dallas , Tx. 75275
(214 ) 827-5629.

Letters, Cont'd.
(Continued from page 2)

Dear Tom,
I've enjoyed the newsletter greatly so
far - keep up th e good work. In the matter
of noting for preferences ... my club, The
Oak Ridge Disc Club already plays on the
70 -25 md. filed. In fact we often shorten
the end zone further to improve the level
of difficulty for a score, so I guess we vote
for a shorter end zone.
The only big tournaments we have
played in are the regionals last year held
in Yellow Springs (hosted by Discos
Volante, which for the life of me I can't
remember the story that goes with the
name-1 believe it means flying disc or
saucer in Italian). That tournament was
the only one that ORDC attended that
needed officials-too much pressure to
win.
When I played with the Big Peach
Frisbee (disc, now,l guess) Club in the
Atlanta we had a tournament (money
tournament) in which a very ugly situation
occurred. Boston, who at the time held a
one point edge late in the game called a
very cheap foul. Most Boston players,
those who saw the play, and naturally the
whole Atlanta team disputed the call.
However, the rule in effect at the time was
whoever calls a foul gets the foul-no
argument. Well, there was about 15 min.
of argument. The foul was given to the
Boston team and they eventually won by 2
points. Many hard feelings were harbored
by the Atlanta team who worked so hard
and lost a chance at 1st place by such a
cheap call.
The point I am making is simply this: In
big tournament situations where the
pressure is extremely high to win a single
individual cannot be allowed to determine
the course of the game-especially when
he has a vested interest in the outcome of
the game. When the desire to win is so
strong that individuals will do anything
then it is time to allow decision making to
be done by an impartial observer. So in my
experience, of 6 years now, I believe
officials are necessary when money or
titles are at stake.
Luckily, where in little Oak Ridge we
play for the fun of it-even though we
always get beat by Kentucky, Atlanta, and
the other good teams in the S.E.
Therefore, in these games we officiate
ourselves and the rule in a called foul is a
foul.
Anyway, enclosed is my $5.
Sincerely
Fred Baer
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